
This is an Implementation proposal. The proposal has no significant environmental or cultural impacts.

1 Executive Summary
We propose to build innovative, transformative research infrastructure (RI) for cybersecurity and privacy

(CS&P) experimentation, titled “Mid-scale RI-1 (M1:IP): SPHERE – Security and Privacy Heterogeneous
Environment for Reproducible Experimentation”. As described in Section 4, CS&P threats impact our daily
lives, our national infrastructures and our industry. CS&P are of critical importance to all other sciences,
to protect confidentiality, integrity and availability of scientific discoveries and scientific infrastructures.
Unfortunately, CS&P research today is piecemeal, opportunistic, simplified and not reproducible, mostly
due to use of private data on private infrastructure, which limits collaboration, cross-pollination and vertical
progress in these scientific fields.

The CS&P research community needs a common, rich, representative research infrastructure,
which meets the needs across all members of the community, and facilitates reproducible science.
Such infrastructure is needed to transform CS&P research from piecemeal, opportunistic and simplified, to
highly integrated and reproducible. We describe the community need in Subsection 4.1, with evidence in-
cluding: NSF’s Ten Big Ideas [1], White House Multi-agency R&D Priorities for 2023 [2], FY 2023 Federal
Cybersecurity R&D Strategic Plan Implementation Roadmap [3], Presidential Policy Directive 21 (PPD-
21), Cybersecurity Experimentation of the Future (CEF) study [4] and CEF 2022 Workshop [5], National
Academies’ Report on Reproducibility and Replicability in Science [6], and Cybersecurity Artifacts Work-
shop [7]. We also discuss why existing RIs do not meet unique experimentation needs of CS&P research.

Required component Proposal section
a. Implementation or Design First page of description
b. Environmental or cultural impact First page of description
c. Results from prior NSF support Section 9
d. Scientific justification Section 2
e. Tangible benefits Section 2
f. Preliminary activities Subsection 5.7
g. Implementation plan Subsection 5.8
h. Operation and utilization plan Subsection 5.9
i. Broader impacts Section 3
j. Institutional commitment to diversity Section 7
k. Divestment Section 8
l. Foreign collaborators None

Table 1: Pointers to required components.

The SPHERE RI is illustrated in Figure 1 and
further described in Section 5. To facilitate study of
varied threat sources and potential mitigation strate-
gies, the RI will offer rich, abundant, and diverse
hardware resources, which would meet the experi-
mental needs of 90% of researchers today [8]. Many
CS&P researchers study phenomena that interact
closely with network topology, protocols and actors
– SPHERE will meet the field’s unique needs by of-
fering a dedicated, user-configurable network sub-
strate. CS&P experiments further may include gen-
eration of harmful traffic, taking live measurements
from the real Internet, running human user studies, and even interacting with malicious Internet actors. To
support these different research needs, and protect the Internet, SPHERE will provide safe network security
policies.

All SPHERE nodes will be accessible via a single user interface. To meet the needs of various classes
of users, SPHERE will provide six user portals: MAN (manual) - for exploratory research, JUP (Jupyter)
– for mature research, GUI – for novice users, EDU – for use in education, AEC – for artifact evaluation
committees and HUM – for human user studies. Users will be able to access all portals from the user
interface, and obtain a consistent view of their experiments, while being able to switch between portals as
their needs evolve. Research use cases are highlighted in red in Figure 1, and example research supported
by SPHERE is summarized in Subsection 5.6. SPHERE will facilitate reproducible science by building
a streamlined process, standards, and incentives for the community to develop representative (realistic)
experimentation environments (REEs –Subsection 5.2) and offering built-in RI supports and community
engagement process for artifact sharing and reuse (Subsection 5.4).

Table 1 provides further pointers to required elements of the proposal.
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Figure 1: SPHERE architecture – different colors indicate different physical hosting locations. All equipment will
be accessible through a single user interface, with tabs to switch between multiple portals, to support different use
scenarios. Use scenarios are shown in red.

2 Intellectual Merit
Scientific Justification: The SPHERE research infrastructure will offer six novel research capabilities

to meet CS&P community needs: (1) access to heterogeneous, contemporary hardware, which is currently
being targeted by cyber attacks or used to deploy flexible cyber defenses, (2) ability to combine multiple
types of hardware resources into a single experiment, via a configurable network substrate and protected
by safe security policies, (3) six unique user portals, accessed via a single user interface, supporting differ-
ent classes of users, and lowering barriers to entry, (4) a streamlined process, standards and incentives to
help CS&P community develop and deploy high-quality, representative experimentation environments on
SPHERE, (5) built-in, full support for reproducibility to help users produce high-quality, reusable research
artifacts, (6) a dedicated portal and community engagement plan for artifact evaluation committees, to build
a pipeline, feeding research artifacts into SPHERE. See Subsection 4.2 for prior work comparison.

The SPHERE research infrastructure will transform CS&P research, from piecemeal and opportunistic
to highly integrated, by unifying the research community’s experimentation efforts on a common, rich,
highly usable infrastructure. Through its unique hardware resources, SPHERE will facilitate novel research
on emerging technologies, and will ultimately lead to timely securing of new technologies and prevention of
attacks, allowing defenders to outpace attackers. SPHERE’s representative experimentation environments,
built-in support for reproducibility, and alliances with artifact evaluation committees will enable vertical
progress in the science of CS&P. By increasing the pace of innovation and improving the success and
sophistication of CS&P research products, SPHERE will significantly advance scientific discovery and the
Nation’s research capabilities in CS&P. SPHERE will further enable richer, more realistic experimentation
through a combination of its unique hardware resources, support for human-user and Internet measurement
experiments, and representative experimentation environments. This will lead to more deployable research
products and faster technology transition, thus improving security of all other sciences by protecting their
data, workflows, and infrastructures. Accelerating the pace of innovation and breaking down barriers to
research and education progress will enable the U.S. to lead the world with sophisticated cybersecurity and
privacy solutions in these areas of both national and global importance.



Tangible Benefits: SPHERE will provide a common, rich, representative research infrastructure, which
meets the needs across all members of the community, and facilitates reproducible science. This need is
described in Subsection 4.1 with evidence including: NSF’s Ten Big Ideas [1], multiple federal roadmaps
and policy directives [2, 3, 9] and multiple community reports and workshops [4, 5, 7, 6]. SPHERE will
offer common, rich research infrastructure by providing a large number of devices in different hardware
classes, connecting them by a dedicated, configurable network substrate and enabling interactive but safe
experimentation via its security policies. SPHERE will meet the needs across all members of the community
via: (1) its blend of heterogeneous hardware resources (projected to meet the needs of nearly 90% of experi-
ments in current CS&P publications [8]), (2) its user portals aligned with needs of different classes of users,
and (3) its unique support for human user studies, Internet measurement, and experiments including live
Internet interactions. SPHERE will facilitate reproducible science by providing a process, a standard and
incentives for the community to develop representative (realistic) experimentation environments (REEs),
and by offering built-in support and a community engagement process for artifact sharing and reuse.

The SPHERE research infrastructure will facilitate novel, transformative research endeavors in CS&P:
(1) fully reproducible research, where research artifacts hosted on SPHERE can be easily and reliably
reused, (2) deployable research, whose products are developed and tested in representative environments,
which reflect deployment targets and diversity of human user behaviors; such research can easily transition
to commercial products, (3) integrated research, reflecting progress of the research community leading to
more sophisticated and effective research products, (4) broadly-applicable research, whose products use
online machine learning to adapt to changes in threats and deployment environments, and use software-
defined networks and hardware for flexible deployment, (5) research on novel threats and defenses, enabled
by specialized hardware hosted on SPHERE, such as trusted execution environments, various edge com-
puting nodes, various IoT nodes, programmable logic controllers, etc. These novel scientific explorations
will make U.S. researchers world leaders in CS&P science.

3 Broader Impacts
SPHERE will change the dynamics of today’s reactive CS&P research, leading to effective, deployable

research products and to a more secure, more private digital nation. Achieving this vision requires leading-
edge CS&P research, conducted in a common, rich, representative, and usable research infrastructure (RI)
that promotes reproducible science. SPHERE will move CS&P research and education from the piecemeal,
opportunistic, simplified efforts of individual labs and educators, towards integrated and sophisticated re-
search and education that reflects the contributions of many community members. The broader impacts
of the proposed research infrastructure include a faster pace of innovation in cybersecurity and privacy
fields, more mature solutions on the market meeting stakeholder needs, as well as impact of these solutions
broadly across the U.S. scientific and economic communities.

Advances in cybersecurity and privacy are essential across a wide range of sciences and digital in-
frastructures (e.g., observatories, nuclear facilities, computational infrastructure, supply chains and busi-
ness processes) to secure their workflows, datasets and infrastructure against cyber attacks and information
leaks. CS&P advances will impact current and emerging technologies, leading to more secure online space
for users in both everyday and critical services.

SPHERE will enable reproducible experimentation on shared hardware that is easily and remotely ac-
cessible by all U.S. researchers. This will democratize security and privacy research, and will especially
benefit underserved researchers and students, enabling them to compete on an equal standing with those
from top-tier institutions. Through its reproducibility services, SPHERE will make available many CS&P
artifacts and thus fuel research publications.

SPHERE will further enrich and broaden participation in CS&P education and strengthen the U.S.



Threat Relevant CS&P research
Theft of scientific data Prevention and mitigation approaches for intrusions and data exfiltration

Loss of access to scientific infrastructures Ransomware and denial of service mitigation
Impersonation of scientific servers and users Authentication, anti-phishing, zero-trust architectures

Scientific data and code modification Data integrity approaches
Sensitive (e.g., patient) data exposure Secure multi-party computation, secure federated learning

Table 2: Relevance of cybersecurity and privacy research to other sciences.

workforce by offering a common platform and a rich set of education materials. This will enable students
to experiment with and learn about the cutting edge threats and defenses in CS&P. Students will develop
marketable, practical skills, thus making them highly competitive in today’s global labor market. The
SPHERE project will further directly involve underserved student populations in its development. Our
training program will fund 20 interns per year (80 students total), recruited solely from underserved student
communities, to participate in SPHERE’s implementation.

We will make all SPHERE code and reports publicly available through GitLab repositories and our
project Web site.

4 Relevance of Security and Privacy Research and Community Need
Over the past decade, and especially during the Covid-19 pandemic, both an individual’s and soci-

ety’s essential functions (e.g., work, school, entertainment, social, financial, infrastructure, and governance)
moved increasingly online. This sharply increased our nation’s dependence on correct and reliable func-
tioning of network and computing systems, and has led to increases in the frequency and impact of cyberse-
curity and privacy (CS&P) attacks. Recent years have seen unprecedented and record-breaking attacks, for
example the Solar Winds supply-chain attack [10], which exposed confidential government data, and the
Colonial Pipeline attack [11], which shut down our major gas pipeline for several days. Ransomware at-
tacks more than tripled [12], DDoS attacks doubled [13], and data breaches increased by 70% [14]. Simply
put, we now live in a world where cybersecurity and privacy are intrinsically intertwined with everything we
do, and failures in these domains can have far-reaching monetary and national security impacts, and even
jeopardize human lives. Research progress in cybersecurity and privacy is thus of critical national
importance, to ensure safety of U.S. people, infrastructure and data.

Cybersecurity and privacy are crosscutting issues, affecting many scientific fields, as summarized in
Table 2. Scientific infrastructure and individual researchers are increasingly becoming an appealing target
for cyber threats that look to steal research data and hijack our research progress (confidentiality threat), to
modify research data or impersonate scientific infrastructure (integrity threat), or to make scientific infras-
tructure unavailable for U.S. researchers (availability threat). During Covid-19 pandemic, China-sponsored
cyberattacks brought down scientific infrastructure and tried to steal research data [15, 16, 17, 18]. Mid-
2022, Iranian hackers tried to steal credentials from and infect computers of researchers in Middle Eastern
affairs, nuclear security, and genome research [19]. In late 2022, Alma observatory in Chile came offline
due to cyberattacks [20, 21, 22, 23], and Russian hackers impersonated login servers of U.S. nuclear facili-
ties [24] to steal researchers’ credentials. If obtained, these credentials could be used to access confidential
data about U.S. nuclear capabilities. Advancing cybersecurity and privacy research will help us secure
our scientific cyber-infrastructure and ensure progress in many scientific disciplines, enabling safe
collaboration and secure communication between scientific groups, ensuring data confidentiality, integrity
and availability, and facilitating distributed computations that preserve privacy. The cross-cutting nature
of cybersecurity and privacy is also reflected in the NSF’s funding model – the SaTC and CICI programs
are crosscutting across multiple directorates and the NSF’s large TrustedCI project helps secure large NSF
facilities against attacks.



Cybersecurity and privacy are broad and multifaceted scientific fields, encompassing complex interac-
tions between technology, individuals, social norms, and organizations. As technology progresses, attack
surfaces also increase, moving from traditional computing systems to IoT devices, embedded devices and
critical infrastructure – each of these environments poses unique challenges for cybersecurity and privacy
research. CS&P’s complexity, coupled with the fast pace of innovation (which increases attack surface) is
not met by current research practices. Current research is opportunistic. It is performed piecemeal, using
tools, datasets and equipment available to a given research lab, often in isolation from other related work
and often on much simplified versions of larger, interdependent systems. New publications frequently fail
to build on past research, nor do they quantitatively compare their findings with prior publications. In fact,
such comparison is often prohibitively expensive, as it requires reproducing other researchers’ work, and
overcoming insurmountable obstacles: missing, incomplete or unusable research code or data, and lack
of access to special hardware used in prior research. The current isolated, simplified and piecemeal re-
search practices make defenders lag behind attackers, prevent less-resourced researchers from contributing
to the field, and undermine the U.S.’s ability to lead in the science of cybersecurity and privacy. Se-
curity and privacy advances that are simplified, poorly evaluated, or misaligned with user priorities fail
to secure our society against cyber attacks, exposing cyber-infrastructure in other scientific disciplines to
attacks, and leaving our critical infrastructure vulnerable and our economy suffering heavy losses.

4.1 Community Need
CS&P researchers need common, rich, representative research infrastructure, which meets the

needs across all members of the community, and facilitates reproducible science to move from piece-
meal, opportunistic research to pursuing integrated, sophisticated, community-encompassing research.

Evidence of Community Need: The need for common, rich RI in CS&P domain is supported by the
following reports and directives. NSF’s Ten Big Ideas [1] calls for dynamic and flexible approaches to RI
and for harnessing the data evolution by enabling crosscutting research, education, and advanced cyberin-
frastructure. White House Multi-agency R&D Priorities for 2023 [2] calls for development of cybersecurity
research infrastructure. FY 2023 Federal Cybersecurity R&D Strategic Plan Implementation Roadmap [3]
lists six priority areas, related to CS&P. Presidential Policy Directive 21 (PPD-21) defines 16 critical in-
frastructure sectors [9], which pose distinct challenges to CS&P, and therefore necessitate a comparably
complex and heterogeneous RI. The Cybersecurity Experimentation of the Future (CEF) study [4] and
CEF 2022 workshop [4] identified new directions for CS&P experimentation to include: (1) encompassing
various domains of applicability and (2) interconnected RI with heterogeneous resources. To quantify the
need for heterogeneous resources, we conducted a survey of publications at top cybersecurity conferences
in 2022 [8] and found that out of 656 publications, experimental needs of 35% can be met by general com-
pute nodes, while the remaining 65% required more specialized hardware and software.

The need for representative RI in CS&P is supported by the CEF study [4] and CEF 2022 workshop [4],
which call for (1) modeling the real world for scientifically sound experiments, (2) frameworks and build-
ing blocks for extensibility and usability, (3) representative environments, and (4) support for human user
studies and live Internet traffic.

The need for RI that facilitates reproducible science is supported by several community reports. Na-
tional Academies’ Report on Reproducibility and Replicability in Science [6] outlined multiple unmet needs
for reproducibility and replicability, and publications [25, 26] highlight that reproducibility is especially
challenging for computer science and computer systems research. Cybersecurity Artifacts Workshop [7]
identified problems around research artifact’s findability and usability in CS&P, and researchers’ need for
infrastructure support for research artifact packaging and reuse. This need for RI support for reproducibility
was echoed in the CEF 2022 workshop [5].



4.2 Existing Research Infrastructure and Efforts
We now discuss why the existing research infrastructures (RIs) do not meet the CS&P community need

and summarize our points in Table 3.

Common, rich RI for CS&P must offer heterogeneous nodes, a configurable network substrate and
it must support safe experimentation. DeterLab [27, 28] is the only public cyberinfrastructure specializing
in supporting CS&P experimentation. It has been run by us for two decades and is approaching its end of
funding. DeterLab currently only hosts general compute servers, which meets the needs of only 35% of
published papers [8]. DeterLab offers a configurable network substrate and supports experimentation fully
isolated from the Internet. It is thus unable to support CS&P research directions that require live Internet in-
teractions. Other research infrastructures (Chameleon [29], CloudLab [30], POWDER [31], AERPAW [32],
Cosmos [33], FABRIC [34], SAGE [35]) host resources for experimentation in a specific field of commu-
nication (wireless, mobile, programmable networks, machine learning, data-center networking, sensing).
These infrastructures offer high-fidelity environments for experimentation in their domain of science, but
lack the diversity of resources needed for the majority of CS&P experiments. No current public research
infrastructure offers experimental access to nodes with trusted execution environments, a variety of em-
bedded compute nodes, CPS nodes and IoT nodes, and there is limited support for programmable switches
(CloudLab [30], FABRIC [34]). Most of the existing infrastructures offer only experimental nodes, while
a few also offer configurable network substrate. None offer the flexible security policies needed by CS&P
researchers. SPHERE will host six hardware classes, all relevant to CS&P research, with multiple device
types in each class, and multiple instances of each device type (Subsection 5.1). Nodes will be connected
via a dedicated, configurable network substrate and experimenters will be able to choose between four safe
security policies.

Representative RI for CS&P must offer experimentation environments that resemble real-life deploy-
ments of CS&P technology. Since existing RIs focus on supporting research in other scientific domains,
they do not offer representative experimentation environments for CS&P research. SPHERE will build a
streamlined process, standards, and incentives in the research community, to develop a set of representative
experimentation environments for CS&P (Subsection 5.2).

RI, which meets the needs across all members of the community must offer user interfaces aligned
with different classes of users: novices vs experts, researchers vs students/teachers. Current RIs offer a
limited set of user interfaces, which are cumbersome for novices and students, and are either geared towards
exploratory research (command-line interface), or towards mature research (Jupyter notebooks). SPHERE
will offer six user portals, aligned with needs of different classes of users (Subsection 5.3).

RI, which supports reproducible science. Existing RIs offer some support for experiment packaging
to promote reproducibility, mostly via creating node images (disk, VM or Docker images). Node imaging
is necessary, but not sufficient for reproducibility. It records the experiment setup, but it does not capture
the experimental workflow, which occurs after the setup. Node images are further not portable to other
hardware, nor to newer OS versions. A few RIs offer limited support for saving experimental workflows,
mostly via Jupyter notebooks [36, 37]). This works well for computational workflows, which often execute
the same actions on each experimental node and engage a small number of applications to process datasets.
The Jupyter notebook approach, however, is not well-aligned with CS&P experiments. CS&P experiments
often require execution of different actions on different nodes within a single experiment, where actions
depend on each other, and many involve OS events in addition to application events. The complexity of
CS&P experiments requires a unique approach to workflows, geared to support of action dependencies
(Subsection 5.3). We have pioneered such approach in DEW – distributed experiment workflows [38], and
we plan to extend it to SPHERE. A few existing RIs support research artifact sharing (DeterLab’s shared
artifacts [39], Chameleon’s Trovi [40], CloudLab’s profiles [41]) via RI-hosted libraries. SPHERE will



RI Rich hw for CS&P Safe ex. Conf. net. UIs REEs for CS&P Reproducibility
images workflow

Chameleon GC no limited CLI, Jupyter no yes yes
CloudLab GC, SDN no yes CLI, NS scripts no yes no
POWDER GC, SDR no yes CLI no yes no
AERPAW GC, UAV no no CLI, Google form no yes no
Cosmos SDR, RF, FPGA, SDN no yes CLI no yes no
FABRIC GC, storage, SDN no yes CLI, Jupyter no yes yes
SAGE Sensors, ML no no Python extensions no yes yes

SPHERE GC, EC, ML, SDN, CLI, Jupyter, GUI
CPS, IoT yes yes AEC, EDU, HUM yes yes yes

Table 3: Comparison of existing RIs with SPHERE. GC – general compute, EC – embedded compute, ML – machine
learning, SDN – software-defined networking, SDR – software-defined radio, FPGA – field-programmable gate array,
UAV – unmanned arial vehicle, RF – radio frequency, CLI – command-line interface, CPS – cyber-physical system,
IoT – Internet of things, GUI – graphical user interface.

offer built-in reproducibility support for research artifact packaging, sharing and reuse, including logging
user actions to ease cognitive burden of whole experiment packaging, experiment testing for portability,
and artifact libraries (Subsection 5.4).

The CS&P research community has increasingly embraced the formalization of artifact submission
and evaluation to improve the quality of research and increase vertical progress. Yet, only a few CS&P
conferences today have artifact evaluation, more than half of the papers do not submit artifacts, and less
than a quarter obtain the “results replicated” badge. SPHERE will enhance and accelerate reproducibility
efforts in CS&P, by building alliances with artifact evaluation committees (AECs), offering an AEC-specific
portal, and directly supporting artifact evaluation and hosting on SPHERE.

5 Details of the Proposed Research Infrastructure
In this section, we detail physical design and buildout plans in Subsection 5.1, representative experi-

mentation environments in Subsection 5.2, user portals in Subsection 5.3, reproducibility support in Sub-
section 5.4 and engagement and outreach in Subsection 5.5.

5.1 Physical Infrastructure
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed SPHERE architecture, showing different classes of devices and using

color to denote where each class will be hosted. SPHERE’s equipment will be hosted at multiple facil-
ities. Each facility hosts its own infrastructure for storage, experiment control, networking and security.
Most SPHERE equipment will be hosted at USC-ISI datacenter, which incurs no separate hosting costs.
Equipment with requirements beyond what USC-ISI DC can meet (e.g. large power supply, special racking
requirements) will be hosted professionally at the USC datacenter (USC DC in the figure) and the Equinix
datacenter (Equinix DC). Each datacenter offers a unique trade-off with regard to hosting cost, power and
space restrictions. There is dedicated, 100 Gbps bandwidth between the three datacenters (USC-ISI, USC
and Equinix). Northeastern University has new dedicated space that will host IoT nodes (NEU IoT Lab in
the Figure).

While there is no dedicated Layer-2 connectivity between USC-ISI and NEU, there is Layer-3 connec-
tivity via Internet 2. We will start by leveraging this Layer-3 connectivity to build experiments that span
NEU IoT Lab and the rest of SPHERE. This approach meets the needs of the majority of users, providing
reliable connectivity, and configurable bandwidth, delay and loss, with some variability due to mixing of
experimental and Internet traffic. Over the course of the project, if our users need fully-dedicated Layer-2
connectivity between USC-ISI and NEU, we will pursue this option. The FABRIC project already has a
presence in Los Angeles, CA (where USC-ISI is located) and Boston, MA (where NEU is located) and can



provide a dedicated, configurable network between these two locations. To achieve fully dedicated Layer-2
connection between USC-ISI and NEU, we will work with NEU and USC-ISI’s upstream Internet providers
to explore use of AL2S links to connect NEU and USC-ISI to FABRIC ports in Los Angeles and Boston.

Table 4: Details of the proposed hardware and broad classes of CS&P research it supports
General compute nodes: 48 from DeterLab, 144 new nodes, with Intel TDX, ARM CCA/TrustZone, and
AMD SEV
Research supported: application, system and network security, measurement, human user studies, large-
scale experiments, education, trustworthy computing
Machine learning nodes: 10 GPU-equipped servers
Research supported: security with machine-learning in the loop
Cyber-physical nodes: 15 Rockwell Automation ControlLogix PLCs, I/O modules
Research supported: critical infrastructure security
Embedded compute nodes: 600 from DCOMP, 312 new (Intel Atom, Intel Xeon D, ARM Cortex-A57,
and NVIDIA Jetson NX Volta GPUs)
Research supported: edge computing security, blockchain security, private computing, trustworthy edge
computing, federated learning
IoT nodes: 500 IoT nodes (a variety of smart home, smart speaker, camera, doorbell, TV, appliance,
medical, office, wearable, and miscellaneous devices)
Research supported: IoT security, user privacy
Programmable nodes: 8 Tofino switches, 16 Xilinx Virtex-7 NetFPGA development boards (smartNICs)
Research supported: dynamic (programmable) network security, SDN security

The devices we plan to purchase and integrate with SPHERE as experimental nodes, and the research
that benefits from these are shown in Table 4. SPHERE will support most popular and relevant devices for
CS&P research today. If CS&P research trends change in the future, new devices can be easily added by
adding new installation and control scripts to the Merge software.

SPHERE user, control, storage and security infrastructure. Approach: We will build on our ma-
ture RI control software – Merge[42], which currently supports three research infrastructures at USC-ISI
(DeterLab, DCOMP, Searchlight) with diverse hardware and hundreds of users. Merge software supports
a resource commissioning process: resource owners declare models of the capabilities and connectivity of
their resources to the management portal. These models provide information to automated installers that
generate installation scripts for the various nodes/switches, using established scripting languages (e.g., Igni-
tion [43], Zero-Touch Provisioning [44], Ansible [45]). Merge’s design allows for extensible RI, where new
node types can be quickly integrated, without major code redesign. Merge further offers outstanding per-
formance for large-scale experiments, allocating and provisioning thousands of virtual machines within one
minute. Merge installers and software are developed and tested using best practices, including repository-
level unit testing as well as integration and chaos testing in virtualized test environments. In this task, we
will purchase hardware and install appropriate software for Merge infrastructure, which includes a unified
user portal server, implemented as a computational cluster for scalability and resilience, disk imaging and
OS loading infrastructure, large storage local to each facility, global storage at the user portal server, user
authentication and access control infrastructure, and security infrastructure. In the proposed work, we will
further extend Merge’s control software to support instrumenting and managing non-standard devices, such
as IoT devices, CPS devices, GPU-enabled compute nodes and programmable switches and network cards.
Further, we will extend Merge to support commissioning and driving IoT sensors and actuators, such as



robot button pushers, voice synthesizers, microphones and cameras. Benefits to the research community:
Supports the need for experimentation with heterogeneous devices in the CS&P community. Facilitates
large-scale experimentation and supports extensible research infrastructure.

General compute nodes. Approach: We will absorb 48 newer general compute nodes from DeterLab
(NSF Award #2016643) and purchase 144 high-density server class nodes, to support a mixture of virtual-
ized and bare metal experimentation on different chip architectures. The nodes will be equipped with novel
hardware for trusted execution, including Intel SGX, Intel TDX, ARM CCA/TrustZone, and AMD SEV.
When virtualized, they will support nearly 10,000 virtual nodes. Benefits to the research community: Virtu-
alization will enable sharing of physical nodes among multiple experiments, to support large-scale research
experiments, and to use SPHERE in education. Bare-metal nodes will be useful to researchers who require
high-fidelity measurements without virtualization overhead or trustworthy computing.

Machine-learning nodes. Approach: We will purchase 10 GPU-equipped server-class nodes and en-
sure high-bandwidth connectivity to mass storage resources for efficient access to large datasets. Benefits
to research community: Machine learning is redefining boundaries of the possible in many areas of science,
including security and privacy [46, 47]. CS&P experiments require data capture (e.g., from observations of
system events or traffic) in real time and use of the data for ML-enabled, real-time attack mitigation.

Cyber-physical nodes. Approach: We will purchase 15 popular PLCs (e.g., Rockwell Automation
ControlLogix), and the corresponding I/O modules that connect PLCs to the physical parts of an industrial
control system, as well as the corresponding networking infrastructure. We will purchase licensed soft-
ware to program PLCs, and use Rockwell Automation’s virtual asset management to virtualize SCADA,
human-machine interface and engineering workstations on our general compute nodes. The PLCs and I/O
modules will interface with state-of-the-art digital twin modeling and simulation, such as Rockwell Au-
tomation’s smart manufacturing digital twin modeling software [48] or open-source digital twin modeling
software [49]. Benefits to the research community: These resources will provide a platform to test and ex-
periment with safety-critical industrial control processes at all levels of the operational stack, in a controlled
environment and via remote access. Researchers will study the physical impact of cyber vulnerabilities in
real industrial development environments, without damaging expensive equipment and without the signifi-
cant effort required for physical experiment configuration. The flexibility of the process simulation allows
researchers to target various safety-critical domains.

Embedded compute nodes. Approach. We will absorb 600 Intel Atom-based Minnowboard nodes
from DCOMP, and purchase 312 diverse embedded compute nodes (Intel Atom, Intel Xeon D, ARM
Cortex-A57, and NVIDIA Jetson NX Volta GPUs), some of which will have Intel SGX or ARM Trustzone
capabilities. Benefits to research community. A large number of diverse embedded compute nodes in the
SPHERE RI will facilitate realistic, large-scale, edge-to-cloud experimentation (including other SPHERE
resources) with distributed applications, including issues around device security, device mobility, data in-
tegrity, data confidentiality (privacy), trustworthy edge computing and computation fairness.

IoT nodes. Approach: We will purchase 500 IoT devices of various types (see Table 4). We will
also purchase devices necessary for remote access to IoT nodes: IoT sensors, to remotely report the status
of the devices, which includes cameras and microphones; IoT actuators — tools to remotely activate and
interact with the IoT devices, which take non-standard input, such as: (1) robotic arms and button pushers
to interact with touch-screens and other physical interfaces; (2) infrared transmitters to simulate movement
for movement sensors and to control TV devices; (3) controlled speakers and voice synthesizers to interact
with smart speakers and voice assistants; (4) other companion devices, such as smart phones, for devices
controlled by a companion app. We will develop tools for capturing the network traffic produced by IoT
devices and for streamlining automated experiments at scale. Benefits to research community: SPHERE’s



IoT nodes will be the first to enable repeatable, controlled, remote IoT experimentation at scale, along with
the ability to perform physical interactions remotely, thus facilitating reproducible IoT security and privacy
research for many researchers in a common environment.

Programmable nodes. Approach: We will purchase 8 Tofino SDN switches, supporting P4, and 16
smart NICs (Xilinx Virtex-7 NetFPGA development boards). These devices will be remotely accessible and
usable in custom experiment topologies, including any of the other SPHERE nodes. Benefits to research
community: The ability to experiment with programmable switches and NetFPGAs in CS&P scenarios
will result in products that offer high performance and are readily deployable in today’s modern networks.
These nodes can also be used to study security of SDN technologies.

5.2 Representative Experimentation Environments
In the CEF study [4] and the CEF 2022 workshop [5], researchers overwhelmingly expressed needs for

representative (aka “realistic”), pre-configured experimentation environments (whole experiments, tools
and datasets). It is difficult to create one broadly representative experimentation environment (REE), be-
cause representativeness depends on the research problem being studied in the experiment. For example,
an environment that is representative for studying link flooding attacks will include a bottleneck topology,
many attackers, some legitimate clients and servers, some legitimate application traffic and high-bandwidth
attack traffic generators. In contrast, an environment representative for studying ransomware will include
a sophisticated business network topology, many different devices, simulated or real users, and realistic
user interactions with information stored on the devices. Due to the complexity of real-life scenarios, it
is unlikely that a single research group can alone develop a REE for a broad range of study directions.
A research group may develop a REE for one narrow research direction, and another group may improve
on it. It is our vision that, over time, the entire research community engages with this task, building on
each others’ work and iteratively improving and refining experimentation environments, until they become
highly sophisticated, representative and applicable to multiple study directions.

We will build partnerships between domain experts and RI developers to create and deploy a large set of
REEs. In such a partnership, the researcher (domain expert) provides expertise about what is representative
for their research direction, and the RI developer helps replicate such an environment on SPHERE. We
will build a large set of REEs by: (1) building a seed set of REEs ourselves by porting products of our
prior RI-developer/domain-expert partnerships to SPHERE, (2) soliciting applications by researchers for
supplemental funding (included in our budget) to transform their research artifacts into REEs on SPHERE,
(3) implementing safe security policies to support experiments that include live Internet interactions.

Developer-contributed REEs. USC-ISI developers have served as the test and evaluation teams for
several DARPA-funded projects in CS&P: SAFER, EdgeCT, XD3 and DComp. During each program
our team produced REEs that were used to evaluate the research products of multiple teams in common,
challenging scenarios. These environments, which we will port to SPHERE, are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Developer-contributed REEs. DDoS – distributed denial-of-service, C – client, S – server, A – attacker
Anonymous comm. Tor network with realistic bw and delay per geolocation

Confidential comm. Red (secure enclave) / Black (public Internet) networks, multiple topologies
Distributed attacks. Internet-level AS topology with configurable link properties
Low-rate DDoS. Large-scale C/S topologies with realistic traffic mix
Extreme-rate DDoS. Large-scale C/S/A topologies with realistic network topology and trafic mix
CDN attacks. Realistic CDN topology and traffic mix

Community-contributed REEs. We will build partnerships between RI developers and domain ex-



perts (researchers), to add more REEs to SPHERE. Use case 7 in Figure 1 illustrates how REEs will be
contributed by researchers, who partner with RI developers, and how REEs will be stored in a publicly ac-
cessible library. Each year, we will run multiple open solicitations for research artifact contributions from
the research community. We will define criteria for artifact eligibility, such as the artifact being a part of
top-tier publication and being cited or reused by others. Multiple discussions around reproducibility iden-
tified lack of funding as key blocker [7, 5, 6]. We will provide support to up to 10 research artifact authors
per year (cost included in our budget for two months for a student), to improve their artifact and port it to
SPHERE as an REE. Each author will be paired with a SPHERE developer for this task. Each artifact will
have to pass a strict set of acceptance criteria before becoming an REE, including verification of usability
by two independent researchers.

Internet Interaction Environments. CS&P experiments require security policies to protect other ex-
periments on SPHERE and the Internet from harmful traffic. Yet some experiments also require interac-
tions with the Internet, e.g., to support software installation, to incorporate metrics based on live Internet
interactions, or to interact with a malicious actor over the Internet. In the SPHERE RI, we will develop
four security policies: (1) default policy: blocking all traffic between the experiment and the Internet, (2)
installation-specific policy: allowing traffic between the experiment and the user-specified, software instal-
lation portals (e.g., PyPI), (3) measurement-specific policy: allowing user-specified probe traffic between
the experiment and user-specified Internet destinations; (4) open-but-cautious policy: allowing all commu-
nication between the experiment and the Internet, but applying special monitoring [50] to detect and drop
potentially destructive, malicious or excessive traffic.

5.3 User Portals
Researchers have overwhelmingly expressed the need for intuitive, easy-to-use user interfaces. [4, 5].

In SPHERE, we will develop six user portals. All SPHERE nodes will be accessible via a single user
interface, with tabs allowing the user to switch between different portals as their needs evolve. Experiment
state will persist across portals and remain consistent. The portals simply offer a different view of an
experiment, a different way to interact with it, and sometimes an additional set of functionalities (e.g., access
to education materials in EDU portal). Each portal will support the entire experiment lifecycle – creation,
resource allocation, running (workflow), monitoring, data collection, data post-processing, resource release,
and experiment termination. By design, the portals will address the needs of diverse user classes and
ease user onboarding. The three foundational portals support different levels of researcher experience and
experiment maturity (GUI, MAN, JUP; use cases 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1). Three additional portals each
expose the foundational portals, but add new features to support specific use cases: the growing need for
human-in-the-loop experimentation (HUM portal, Figure 1’s use case 4), artifact evaluation by conferences
and journals (AEC portal, Figure 1’s use case 5), and use of SPHERE in education to support workforce
training (EDU portal, Figure 1’s use case 6).

The GUI portal will extend our prior work on DEW: Distributed Experiment Workflows (NSF Award
#1835608) and is essential to support novice users. GUI portal will especially benefit students in under-
served populations, who often lack experience with research infrastructure. The GUI will support drag-
and-drop interactions to design an experiment’s topology and workflow, to run the experiment and monitor
its progress. These features already exist in DEW [38, 51], and will be extended to support new node
types. Our GUI portal will further host a library of possible topologies and workflow actions, thus enabling
fast, meaningful experiments by novice users. The MAN portal will support SSH access to experiment
nodes’ terminal application; thereby allowing for exploratory research, e.g., when a graduate student starts
working on a new experiment and manually interacts with nodes, trying different design choices. The JUP
portal will support experimentation scripts, encoded as Jupyter notebooks, allowing for mature research
by experienced users, i.e., when exploring a range of experiment parameters, and running many times to



ensure statistical significance of results.

CS&P experiment workflows often involve traffic and system events in intricate scenarios, with a given
event triggered by the start or the completion of one or more prior events – we refer to this type of workflow
as a workflow with event dependencies or WWED. Supporting WWEDs is imperative to ensure the validity
of results in CS&P experiments, and it can shorten experiment time by aborting early on failure. Our GUI
portal will inherit WWED support from DEW portal [38], which already has a graphical user interface, and
underlying mechanisms to support WWED on DeterLab. Once we extend WWED support to all nodes in
SPHERE, we will also add it to MAN and JUP portals. This will include: (1) prompting users to define
if their consecutive actions on experimental nodes are dependent or not, and (2) wrapping user commands
into WWED constructs to enforce dependencies. This is a unique capability, not available in today’s RIs.

The HUM portal will allow for human-in-the-loop experiments. Researchers will design their exper-
iment using the underlying MAN, JUP, and GUI portals, then use the HUM portal’s unique functionality
to expose one or more experimental nodes via an experiment-dedicated Web interface. The interface will
serve as the means for human study participants to interact with the experiment, and the means by which re-
searchers collect and annotate data. This combination of rich CS&P experimental infrastructure and human
interaction is critical for research in how human users both adopt threat prevention/mitigation strategies and
create vulnerabilities through their actions. Note that SPHERE will simply provide an environment that can
be used to let human study participants interact with experiments on SPHERE (e.g., test a new authentica-
tion scheme). It will be the responsibility of SPHERE users to recruit their study participants, obtain IRB
approvals from their institutions, and manage any data from participants accordingly.

The AEC portal will support artifact evaluation. The evaluation team will port a research artifact
to SPHERE using the underlying MAN, JUP, and GUI portals. The AEC portal will further allow the
team to take notes during evaluation (e.g., how they overcame a given software installation challenge), and
exchange private messages with each other and anonymous messages with the artifact authors. The portal
will capture the history of evaluation actions, using logging features from our artifact packaging services,
which can provide valuable information about the artifact’s initial usability and the time burden to reuse it.

Building on our pioneering work on using public testbeds in CS&P education (see: Section 6), the
EDU portal will allow instructors to assign work to students, manage student accounts, monitor student
work, and download assignments submitted by students. It will allow students to interact with the RI
via the underlying GUI, MAN or JUP portals to complete their assignments, and submit completed work
through EDU portal. We will further develop a set of teaching materials for SPHERE by porting existing
CS&P teaching materials from DeterLab to SPHERE (previously used to educate ≈20,000 students from
almost 150 institutions) and adding 2-3 new education modules per node class (10-15 modules total) that
leverage IoT, CPS, embedded compute, ML and programmable nodes. We will further build guidelines and
processes for other educators to contribute education modules to SPHERE. Broad educational opportunities
are critical to build U.S. capacity in CS&P domain through a large, capable workforce, which has first-hand,
practical experience in CS&P threats and defenses.

5.4 Reproducibility Support
We will develop built-in services for experiment packaging, sharing and reuse, which will help pro-

mote easy reuse of CS&P artifacts. CS&P researchers often experiment over a long time period (weeks to
months), trying various manual and scripted actions to produce a result for publication. Due to a large num-
ber of actions and a long time period of experimentation, there is a high cognitive burden on researchers
to identify the correct set of actions to be shared, so that others could reproduce their results. It is thus
important to provide cognitive aids to users on our RI to help with this task.

User action logging. Because users often use a command-line interface to interact with their experi-



ments during exploratory research, it is necessary to log user actions on the experiment nodes and in all
user portals. For each action, we want to log user input, the action’s output (partial output may be suffi-
cient), action’s time and location (e.g., which experimental node or portal the action was run on). The most
complicated part of this task is logging user actions on nodes’ command line interfaces. We will extend our
prior work on command-line logs of user actions on general compute nodes [52], to support logging on all
SPHERE devices. We will then develop ways to identify sequences of successful actions in logs and present
them to users. Users will be able to select actions to package into a workflow for a given experiment. This is
still a cognitive challenge to users, due to the sheer scale of actions, which could be on the order of several
hundred per day of use. We will develop ways to compress and expand the user view, and to let users tag
the actions during RI use, so they can easily identify them later.

Artifact packaging. The Cybersecurity Artifacts Workshop [7] identified missing or incomplete doc-
umentation as a significant cause of low artifact usability. Workshop participants suggested development
of community standards for artifact packaging. In this task we will develop built-in packaging support
for experimental artifacts (whole experiments, tools and datasets). This includes interactions with the re-
searcher community and holding of meetings, workshops and asynchronous discussions to standardize
artifact metadata, and writing up user guidelines and standard documents. When packaging an experiment,
we will want to package its setup (topology, software and configurations on nodes), workflow, and input
and output datasets. In addition to packaging of node software and configuration as images, we will further
implement Packer-based packaging, to promote portability of experiments. The Packer tool [53] is a free,
open-source tool for creating OS images for multiple platforms from a single source configuration. We
will promote use of Packer for experiment setup, but we will also develop ways to identify setup actions
(software installation and node OS and application configuration changes) from logs of user activity and
transform them into Packer scripts. We will also package experiment workflows. We will provide ways to
automatically test a packaged experiment for resilience (does it always run?), consistency of results (does
it produce same outcomes within some margin of error?) and portability (can an experiment be reused by
a different user on a different experiment?). Finally we will develop automated tools to test if a packaged
artifact was properly documented, according to the community standards.

Artifact libraries. We will develop built-in support for libraries of experimental artifacts, to support
both AEC-contributed and user-contributed artifacts. Artifacts in the library will be easily accessible from
designated users and owners will be able to decide whether to keep them private, share them with selected
users or all users of SPHERE. Artifacts will further be easy to reuse, thanks to standardized artifact meta-
data.

5.5 Outreach and Engagement
We propose extensive outreach and engagement activities to meet several goals: (1) learn about the

needs of CS&P researchers, and adjust our infrastructure implementation plans as the project progresses,
(2) obtain beta users for SPHERE, (3) involve students from populations underrepresented in computing in
SPHERE’s implementation, (4) promote wider sharing and reuse of experimental artifacts and (5) promote
use of SPHERE in CS&P education.

Need-discovery workshops and surveys. We will run three need-discovery workshops and surveys
per year. The workshops will be co-located with different CS&P conferences (e.g., NDSS, IEEE S&P,
Usenix Security, ACM CCS, ACSAC), and will inform our project activities. Online surveys will also be
distributed broadly to researchers via emails, taking care to target diverse research communities, such as
networking, CPS, IoT, SDN, etc.

SPHERE RI promotion activities. We will develop tutorials and videos, showcasing both simple and
complex experiment functionalities. We will also offer three virtual, live office hours per year. To popu-



larize use of SPHERE in education, and broaden participation of underrepresented groups in this important
field, we will work directly with instructors at community colleges, state universities, and minority-serving
institutions. We already have connections to many such instructors via our prior DeterLab education work.
We will further reach out to researchers at MSIs to promote SPHERE for their research. USC has in the
past offered a joint cybersecurity course with Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU), an
HBCU. We will continue offering this course and include use of SPHERE in its syllabus.

Student training. We will offer paid, in-person, student training at USC-ISI over each summer during
the project duration. Student interns will work with SPHERE developers on implementation tasks. We will
recruit 20 students per year from community colleges, black and Hispanic-serving colleges and universities,
and two-year colleges. Many of these organizations are already using DeterLab infrastructure in education,
and we have strong ties to the course instructors, which we will use for recruitment. We will also broadly
advertise this opportunity at minority-serving events, such as Tapia conference, SACNAS, Grace Hopper
conference, etc.

Alliance with artifact evaluation committees. We plan to develop alliances with artifact evaluation
committees (AECs) at CS&P venues, with the goal to support artifact evaluation on SPHERE infrastruc-
ture. The committees would advertise SPHERE and work with artifact authors to evaluate their work on
SPHERE. Artifacts that are successfully reproduced will be preserved in our artifact libraries to be easily
reused by future researchers (we envision a library per venue, plus a global SPHERE library with pointers
to all shared artifacts, including those shared directly by users). We have explicitly discussed this with the
Program Committee Chairs and AEC Chairs for NDSS and ACSAC, who have agreed to consider SPHERE
as a platform for artifact evaluation whenever possible, and to work with us to support long-term hosting
of artifacts for the research community.

5.6 Example Research Supported by SPHERE
In addition to the general research use cases, shown in red in Figure 1, we illustrate a few non-exhaustive

examples of how SPHERE uniquely enables innovative research.
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Figure 2: ICS study enabled by SPHERE.

Studying industrial control system (ICS) security in a
realistic environment. SPHERE will enable researchers to run
cyber-physical security experiments on safety-critical ICS sce-
narios with high fidelity. As depicted in Figure 2, our CPS
infrastructure will leverage standard programmable logic con-
trollers (PLCs) and distributed control architecture, coupled
with physical world simulations via digital twin software, to
offer both high experimentation fidelity (cyberspace) and po-
tential to create endless experimentation scenarios (physical
space). SPHERE RI will provide researchers with a realistic en-
vironment to study attacks that exploit vulnerabilities in certain
PLCs and their interactions, to evaluate impact of such attacks
on physical functionality of a given ICS, and to build and eval-
uate attack mitigations. SPHERE RI will enable researchers to
interface with actual operational data to model and conduct ex-
periments on real-world system vulnerabilities using state-of-the-art ICS control technology. Promising
mitigations, which perform well in experiments, will be readily deployable to the actual industrial control
systems.

Studying IoT behavior and its privacy implications. SPHERE will enable researchers to study private
information leakage from black-box IoT devices (e.g., Alexa, Google Home), running proprietary software.



Researchers will be able to configure these devices and interact with them remotely, then analyze network
traffic captured by SPHERE to identify any private information being sent to the device manufacturer’s
cloud. Because SPHERE will host different IoT devices in the same category (e.g., smart speakers), it
will enable comparison between devices and between their communication protocols. SPHERE will also
enable researchers to study cross-device information leakage, when IoT devices are allowed to exchange
information.
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Figure 3: AI-enhanced attack mitigation en-
abled by SPHERE.

Studying AI-enhanced network attack detection and
mitigation. Today’s CS&P research increasingly focuses on
attack-agnostic detection and mitigation (e.g., [46, 54, 55, 56]).
SPHERE will facilitate exploration of the real-time deployabil-
ity and scalability of machine learning in networks and lead to
realistic evaluation of the proposed network attack defenses. It
will enable experiments with general purpose compute nodes
(for traffic generation), machine-learning nodes (for learning in
real time) and programmable switches (for mitigation imple-
mentation). Researchers will be able to test dynamic scenar-
ios in which network traffic flows through the programmable
switch, where it is captured and redirected to machine-learning

nodes for training or classification. These nodes then update the switch with dynamic mitigation rules. We
illustrate a SPHERE-enabled experimentation scenario in Figure 3.

Studying embedded system security. SPHERE will provide heterogeneous edge white-box compute
devices, including those found in tablets and mobile phones. It will allow researchers to create a single
experiment, involving hundreds of edge devices, and involving some general compute or machine learning
nodes to simulate cloudlets. Such experiments can be used to study security and scalability of distributed
consensus and federated learning protocols, while replicating representative device join and leave scenarios,
and representative network conditions, and while honoring unique resource constraints of edge devices.

Evaluation at different levels of fidelity. SPHERE blends emulation and experimentation with real,
specialized hardware to accommodate a range of different research use cases. For example, general pur-
pose nodes will commonly run experiments where entities such as servers, switches, routers, and edge
devices are emulated on general compute nodes, and interconnected using virtual overlay networks. How-
ever, SPHERE will also incorporate specialized hardware in several different domains (e.g., programmable
switches, embedded compute and IoT nodes, PLCs) that can be used for research that is sensitive to precise
device-level features, access modalities, or performance characteristics. This flexibility will allow SPHERE
to address the needs of different researchers, but also to address the needs of a single given project as it ma-
tures over time from emulation to real device deployment (e.g., from Mininet to real SDN switch).

5.7 Preliminary Activities Accomplished
As noted in Section 6, our team has built and operated the only public testbed for cybersecurity exper-

imentation for almost two decades. We have developed the Merge control software [42] for experimental
environments, deploying it over the four years to successfully run three different research infrastructures –
DCOMP, Lighthouse and DeterLab. General compute nodes from DeterLab and embedded compute nodes
from DCOMP will be absorbed by SPHERE. Thus we have the initial control software and seed hardware
needed to start the buildout of SPHERE.

We ran the following efforts to identify scientific needs — Cybersecurity Experimentation of the Future
(CEF) study groups in 2014, community engagement meetings in 2018, and workshop in 2022, and a
Cybersecurity Artifacts Workshop in 2022. We have publicly released reports from each event [4, 5, 7]. We
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Figure 4: Project schedule

have also surveyed publications from top cybersecurity and privacy venues in 2022 and produced a report
of their experimental approaches [8]. These efforts informed our understanding of scientific needs.

In planning for SPHERE, we have developed an initial design of how experimental nodes and infras-
tructure would be distributed over the four facilities (Equinix DC, USC DC, USC-ISI DC and NEU IoT
Lab) and racked, and we have verified that we can meet power and space restrictions of each facility. This
design is provided as supplemental document.

5.8 Implementation Plan
Figure 4 shows our proposed project schedule. Deploying many different classes of nodes in a single

infrastructure is a significant implementation challenge. We are confident that we can meet this challenge,
because of our prior experience in running large research infrastructures, our reliance on the mature Merge
software, and our careful project schedule. Prior experience: USC-ISI has already deployed and success-
fully run research infrastructures with general and embedded compute nodes using the Merge software
(DCOMP and DeterLab). NEU has deployed and used for their private research various IoT devices in
their locally-accessible Mon(IoT)r lab. We will leverage much of our RI design knowledge and the control-
software implementation path (implementation scripts, architecture, node imaging and control approach) in
our proposed work to deploy new general compute, embedded and IoT nodes. Machine-learning nodes are
similar to general compute nodes, and should only require slight modifications to Merge implementation
path. Reliance on Merge: Merge software is uniquely designed to support easy addition of new resource
types to research infrastructure. Project schedule: We have spread the implementation tasks over four years,
with hardware infrastructure being built out gradually in years 1, 2 and 3. Our schedule ensures that each
node class is integrated and fully tested, before we proceed to add another class. CPS, programmable nodes
and IoT nodes require more significant Merge code development, as well as careful architecture design,
and IoT nodes require additional installation and management scripts for new node types, IoT sensors and
IoT actuators. We have planned sufficient time in years 2 and 3 of the project to ensure integration of these
nodes, with physical buildout of IoT infrastructure at NEU starting at year 1. We have also ensured that
code-development and functionality-development tasks that are necessary for the usability of SPHERE will
be developed early, so that we can start interacting with initial users, and incorporate their feedback as
the project continues. Code and functionality that enhance SPHERE, but are not critical for usability, are
pushed into year 4.

SPHERE will support the notion of multi-site experiments, where nodes from multiple specialized
hardware platforms are composed into an integrated experiment. While this is challenging in general, our



approach builds on the existing mature Merge testbed platform, which already provisions resources and
network substrate at one datacenter (site) using VXLAN overlays that segment user traffic at Layer-2 and
provides isolation between users. In SPHERE, we will build on Merge to extend these overlays across
datacenters. Merge already leverages industry standard control plane algorithms such as MP-BGP EVPN
(multiprotocol BGP Ethernet VPN), which are commonly adopted in geo-distributed industry cloud plat-
forms to stretch VXLAN overlays across arbitrary routed substrates. Such substrates can include public
Internet in the general case, but dedicated links between sites are preferred, providing better and more con-
sistent performance than is possible over public links. We are thus confident that we can support integrated
experiments that draw resources from any datacenter in SPHERE.
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Figure 5: Organizational chart.

SPHERE RI will first open to
users in the third quarter of year 1,
with general compute and embed-
ded compute nodes absorbed from
DeterLab and DCOMP. New nodes
will be first usable in the fourth
quarter of year 1. All node types
will have at least some nodes avail-
able for use in the second quarter
of year 3. Because this is an im-
plementation project, we did not
budget resources for operation and
user support in general. However,
SPHERE RI will be able to accom-
modate users starting in the third
quarter of year 1. We will ob-
tain SPHERE users in the follow-

ing ways: (1) we will transition DCOMP and DeterLab users to SPHERE as we absorb nodes from these
research infrastructures, (2) we will organize need-discovery events at top cybersecurity and privacy confer-
ences, and will invite researchers to try SPHERE, (3) we will work with artifact contributors and evaluators
to help them use SPHERE. We will work with SPHERE users to draft a small team of “beta users”. We
will work closely with beta users to gather feedback on our implementation, and input for future tasks.
Our schedule includes regular software and hardware maintenance, which is necessary to keep the RI in
operational state. Our schedule also includes user support for beta testers, for contributors of REEs from
the researcher community, and for research artifact evaluation committees.

Our organizational chart is shown in Figure 5, and key personnel and their roles are summarized in
Table 6, with more details available in PEP.

Prior to the full project award, we will create an advisory board composed of several government,
industry, and academic senior leaders and visionaries from diverse communities that are relevant to CS&P
research infrastructure and experimentation. We will seek advice and support from the advisory board
throughout the life of the project. Our success metrics for implementation tasks include matching the
progress of the project with the integrated master schedule, achieving operational status in year 1, and
attracting annually at least 10 new research users for each node class, and at least 100 new research users
for the entire RI.



Person Role Brief Description
Dr. Jelena Mirkovic Principal Investigator Lead for overall project direction, design, development, integration, and test
Ms. Terry Benzel Institutional Liaison Division Director and cross institute and university coordination

Dr. Brian Kocoloski Co-Principal Investigator Technical lead for overall project design, development, integration, and test
TBH1 Research Engineer Backend development
TBH2 Research Engineer Frontend and backend development

Mr. Joseph Barnes Senior Research Engineer Lead for equipment and buildout
TBH3 Operations Engineer Buildout

Mr. David Balenson Community Building Community outreach and engagement
Dr. Srivatsan Ravi Domain Expert Domain expert and liaison to researchers for edge computing

Dr. Luis Garcia Domain Expert Domain expert and liaison to researchers for CPS
Dr. Ganesh Sankaran Domain Expert Domain expert and liaison to researchers for SDN
Ms. Alba Regalado Project Manager Project admin, planning, monitoring, reporting
Ms. Erika Bobbitt Project Management SME Project management guidance and advice

Dr. David Choffnes Co-Principal Investigator Lead for IoT design, development, integration, and test at NEU
Dr. Daniel Dubois Research Scientist Technical lead for IoT development at NEU

TBH4 Research Engineer Developer for IoT network, data, and integration
TBH5 Research Engineer IoT buildout lead and developer for control

Table 6: Key personnel and their roles on the project.

5.9 Operations and Utilization Plan
Management plan: SPHERE will be managed by the PIs and our project management team, and avail-

able to all U.S. researchers and educators. The infrastructure will be accompanied by continued user out-
reach and engagement activities, and will include training and opportunities for ongoing contributions from
students and underserved populations. We have many years of experience in operating research infrastruc-
ture and obtaining funding through several government agencies. We expect that operations funding will
come from a mix of NSF programs in OAC and CISE and possible research communities, such as DARPA
and the DOE.

Governance, user access and utilization approach: Access to SPHERE will be governed by a set of
standard rules of engagement. Users will access SPHERE via a single user interface, and authenticate
through a federated login system or via SPHERE-specific credentials. Users will interact with SPHERE by
choosing one of its six user portals, and switching if their needs evolve. Users will request resources on
demand, leasing them for a limited time period. A lease can be extended, as long as no other users request
the same resource. We will also offer an option to reserve resources for future use. Any resource contention
will be resolved by temporarily stopping lease extensions for the given resource type.

Success metrics: As part of the implementation effort we propose a set of success metrics for the opera-
tional life-cycle, which may be refined when the operation starts. The following metrics would be reported
separately for research users and for education users to measure adoption, utilization and user diversity: (1)
number of users (total, new and active), (2) user demographics, (3) user institutions per category (U.S. vs
international, MSI vs non-MSI, 2-year vs 4-year, tier-1 vs other), (4) utilization per node class and overall.
The following metrics would be reported for the entire RI to measure research impact: (1) research publi-
cations using SPHERE, (2) research artifacts on SPHERE (contributed by AECs and contributed by users),
(3) artifact reuse attempts, (4) REE contributions, (5) REE use attempts. The following metrics would be
reported to measure RI alignment with user needs: (1) user satisfaction, measured through periodic surveys
integrated with our user portals, (2) help tickets, (3) ticket response time.

6 Team Qualifications
Our team has extensive prior work in supporting and promoting representative, reproducible cyberse-

curity experimentation. The USC-ISI team has designed, implemented and operated DeterLab [27, 28] –



currently the only public research infrastructure for cybersecurity – for over 19 years (funded by numer-
ous NSF, DARPA and DHS grants). This infrastructure has served a broad research community, including
389 research projects, from 278 institutions and involving 1,042 researchers, from 205 locations and 46
countries. In addition to hardware infrastructure, our team has developed many innovations to make the ex-
perimentation process more scientific, representative and reproducible. These include realistic traffic gener-
ation tools [57, 58, 59], realistic network emulators [60], human user behavior models [61], benchmarks for
DDoS defenses [62], experiment automation tools, such as MAGI [63] and DEW [38], experiment logging
and monitoring tools [52, 64], flexible experiment traffic containment tools [50], etc. The USC-ISI team
developed the Merge control software [42] for experimental environments, deploying it over the four years
to successfully run three different research infrastructures – DCOMP, Lighthouse and DeterLab.

We have further pioneered use of public testbeds in CS&P education. PI Mirkovic led two NSF-funded
projects (award number #0920719 and #1224035), which developed materials for online, hands-on cyber-
security teaching using DeterLab testbed. These materials have so far been used by 237 classes, from 149
institutions and impacting 20,365 students.

To support reproducible research, we have developed an online catalogue for cybersecurity artifacts,
called SEARCCH [65] (NSF award #1925616). For more than 15 years, we have been leaders on the the
steering committee for Cyber Security Experimentation and Test (CSET) workshop. We led Cybersecurity
Experimentation of the Future (CEF) study groups in 2014, community engagement meetings in 2018, and
a workshop in 2022, and a Cybersecurity Artifacts Workshop in 2022. Terry Benzel, Senior Personnel
and Institutional Liason for SPHERE, brings up-to-date insights from her participation on the NSF CISE
Advisory Board, the FABRIC Advisory Board and the IEEE Computer Society Board of Governors.

Northeastern University has built the largest private IoT testbed in the world, the Mon(IoT)r Lab [66] in
2017, with 123 IoT devices currently deployed. The Mon(IoT)r testbed is a first-of-its-kind “living lab”, set
up like a studio apartment where students, faculty, and staff can run controlled experiments and observe IoT
device behavior while 98 volunteer subjects enrolled in an IRB-approved study use the IoT devices as they
see fit. Software and documentation for building our Mon(IoT)r testbed have been published [67] and used
by other institutions, including Imperial College London, University College London, Politecnico di Torino,
and University of California Irvine. Our IoT Lab efforts have led to several publications in top conferences,
including IMC [68, 69, 70], PETS [71, 72], ACNS [73], S&P [74] and CHI [75]. The data produced by
our IoT devices has been publicly shared and downloaded 559 times. Our research results have also been
presented in the FTC PrivacyCon 2020 and 2022, and featured by the popular press, including The New
York Times [76, 77], The Financial Times [78], USA Today [79], and Consumer Reports [80, 81, 82].

7 Institutional Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion
Both USC and Northeastern University have a dedicated Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion [83,

84] to promote the university’s commitment to equal opportunity, affirmative action, diversity, and social
justice, while building a climate of inclusion. Additionally, USC’s Viterbi School of Engineering, engages
in a wide range of initiatives to promote diversity and inclusion, including the Center for Engineering
Diversity, the K-12 STEM Center, the Viterbi Summer Institute, JEDI Peer Educator program, and USC
Gateway program. The USC CS department has its own DEI initiatives, specifically focused on increasing
representation of students applying to it, and increasing the retention rate of Hispanic/Latino and African-
American students. USC-ISI has its own DEI team, engaging directly with USC-ISI community. USC-ISI
has launched a new Research Engineer Internship Program in 2023, to develop a pipeline of talent from
masters and undergraduate students. USC-ISI has also started Stimulating STEM Summer program in
2022, a free four-week residential summer program, to stimulate interest in STEM among students from
marginalized communities in Los Angeles. PI Mirkovic is the PI for the NSF-funded REU site at ISI (NSF



Awards #1659886 and #2051101), which has run for five years so far, and has involved 50 undergraduate
students (25 from under-resourced institutions) in computer science research. Northeastern University
DEI initiatives include learning programs (e.g., the Align program [85], a direct pathway to a MS in CS
for all undergraduate backgrounds), funding opportunities (e.g., Khoury Research Apprenticeship [86] to
promote multidisciplinary student research), students clubs, and engagement with K-12 pipeline (e.g., NEU
partnership with SMASH Academy [87]). Khoury College of Computer Sciences at NEU has its own DEI
initiatives, aimed to increase participation of women and BIPOC students at all levels of CS education.

8 Divestment
SPHERE physical systems and the software infrastructure that enable the community to use the re-

search infrastructure make up the full SPHERE system. It is expected that SPHERE will be transitioned
to sustainable operations as described in SPHERE Operational Plans and Projected Cost, Supplementary
Document. Ultimately divestment and disposition will be the responsibility of the commissioning and op-
erations team for SPHERE. We do not anticipate the need for any disposition during the course of this
Mid-Scale Research Infrastructure-1 project. All computational systems purchased on the project will vest
with and ultimately be disposed of by the acquiring organizations (University of Southern California and
Northeastern University). The universities have established equipment disposition policies and practices.
All software developed during the SPHERE project will be available in open-source repositories. We do
not anticipate any unusual conditions that would impact disposition.

9 Results from Prior NSF Support
PI Mirkovic is lead PI on NSF award #2016643 “ENS: Modernizing and Streamlining DeterLab

Testbed Experimentation” ($2,000,000, 8/2020 - 8/2023). Intellectual Merit. This project modernizes
the community RI of the public DeterLab testbed, by adding new, modern nodes and switches, which sup-
port high-density virtualization, and by replacing old Emulab RI control software with Merge software.
The modernization was completed at the start of 2023. The effort further streamlines experimentation by
offering new tools for CS&P experiments, such as new traffic generators and human user simulators. No
publications were yet produced under this award; data products are at [88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. Broader Impacts.
DeterLab’s modernization has transformed experimentation for cybersecurity and privacy communities, of-
fering abundant compute resources, and unprecedented speed and reliability of resource commissioning.
DeterLab is currently in use by thousands of researchers and students, the majority of which come from
underserved communities. All DeterLab users benefit from easier resource allocation and more streamlined
experimentation. Relationship to proposed work. The new portions of DeterLab testbed will be absorbed
by the proposed SPHERE RI.

Co-PI Choffnes is a PI on NSF award #1955227 “SaTC: Frontiers: Collaborative: Protecting Personal
Data Flow on the Internet” ($1,700,000, 10/2020 - 9/2025). Intellectual Merit. This project, ProperData,
entails a multidisciplinary, multi-modal approach to understanding privacy implications of online activities,
designing systems to improve this privacy, and engaging with experts from law and economists to effect
change in policies regarding personal data protection. Broader Impacts. The ProperData project has led
to more than a dozen publications in peer-reviewed conferences and data products, all listed at [93]. It
has produced engagement with public policy via the annual Federal Trade Commission PrivacyCon event
and a collaboration with Consumer Reports, resulted in numerous articles in the popular press, and hosted
two workshops on privacy (contact tracing apps and IoT devices). Relationship to proposed work. While
the Frontiers project supports research on IoT privacy, it does not build infrastructure for others to run
experiments in CS&P as envisioned by the proposed work.

Co-PI Kocoloski has no prior NSF funding.
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